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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N.
RUPTURE SAID TU

DISORDER

RE INEVITABLE

INMCAGO

Vatican Replies to French Demand
Which Recalls Letters Summoning
Bishops to Rome.

MM

FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1904.

HEAVY BLOW SUSTAINED
BY THE JAPANESE ARflY

BETTER

NO. 136.
PIQU

CONDITIONS.;

Lead and Zinc Output is Said to Be
the Most Satisfactory Experienced
in Ten Years.

LOWER PECOS

COUNTRY

Special to the New Mexican.
Socorro, July 29 The condition of
0. Fullen of Carlsbad Tells of
the mining industry in this vicinity is
29 The Vatican's reply
Paris,
July
Eighty Negro Work
Eddy County's
the best in years, in the Magdalena
Prosperity
to the French note demanding a recall
district work is progressing with a betmen.
of the letters summoning bishops of
and Political Outlook.
ter degree of success than at any time
Dijon and LaVal to Rome was received
in the past ten years, particularly so
at the toreign orace today. The im
in the production of zinc ores. The CAMPING AT
GOLDEN IS ARRESTED pression prevails that a rupture is al
TESUQUE
most inevitable.
Kelly mine, alone, has been making an
output of one hundred tons per day
for several months. The Graphic
Official of the Striking Butcher's Union
Party of Visitors Who Find Their Stay
eOHVlCT HHBR1S RECAPTURED.
group of mines is shipping about one
Defies Police Inspector
at the Hickox Ranch Very
thousand tons of zinc ores per month.
Hunt.
Several other properties in the camp
Pleasant.
From
Route"
the
"Scenic
Escaped
are shipping steadily.
Camp Sunday Last His Period of
The Rosedale camp, about 30 miles
Liberty Very Short.
Chicago, June 29 Disorder at Nel
L. O. Fullen of Carlsbad, who is in
4M 4a
of San Marcial, is doing very
west
son Morns & Company's branch, in
at the Hickox ranch, was in town
camp
&
ComW.
well
H.
this
Martin
year.
Liao ang. July 29 Further details Emperor himself. The perpetrators of
On Sunday last John Harris, a con
South Chicago, resulted in the arrest
and in conversation with a
yesterday
are
on
mill
ore
their
pany
running
of five men, who attacked the retail vict with the detachment at work on of the fighting below Ta Tche Kiao the murders, as well as victims, were from
New Mexican representative reported
well known Rosedale mine.
the
23d
and 24th indicate that the to be selected by lot. A long series of
meat dealers who were going for sup- the "Scenic Route" road fourteen July
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Com- that the camping party was now well
miles east of this city took French Japanese losses may reach 5,000 men. crimes has followed this conspiracy.
,
plies.
The Misses Shedaker of
is shipping about fifteen cars of established.
A furious attack was made by a leave and hied himself to other scenes The Russian losses are officially given Gerschunin, a Hebrew and former pet pany
Philadelphia, have arrived.
from
iron
the
Hanover
ore
per
day
mob of 200 on 80 negroes being trans and pastures new. He had been con at 700. The Japanese assaults were ty official at St. Petersburg, and two
The showers out there have been
mining district in Grant County from
and have freshened
ported in two cars on the Lake Shore fined in the penitentiary under a three repeatedly repulsed by the Russsian's others', one being' a woman, were con Fierro
and
frequent
on
Fe
Rail
the Santa
station
road. Every window of the cars was years' sentence for horse stealing and brilliant bayonet charges. For the victed and sentenced to death, but the
the
brightened vegetation, making
to
ore
the
This
goes
system.
way
broken with stones. The negroes were his term of imprisonment, giving him first time the Russian artillery was Emperor with Von Plehve's acquie- ranch and the country round about
in
of
smelters
the
Pueblo,
company
hauled safely away from the mob.
good behavior allowance would have used in angle fire from behind, thehill, sience, commuted the sentences to fit Colorado.
very beautiful. Every member of the
Teamster's Official Arrested.
expired in December.
Report of his the fire being directed by telephone teen years' imprisonment. Gerschunin
party is having a delightful time, and
In
the
Sierra
County
plac
Pittsburg
Chicago, July 29 Police Inspector taking French leave was made to the and attaining great precision. The is now serving a sentence in the ers are turning out about S3.0UU in the camp will be continued all the
Nicholas Hunt today arrested Presi- penitentiary authorities, who informed Russians did not retire until it was Schlusselberg prison.
summer.
washed gold per month.
Russia Files Protest.
dent George F. Golden of the team- sheriffs and peace offices of the sur- established that the Japanese had sevReferring to his own section of the
Min
The
Consolidated
Stephenson
London, July 29 Russia has filed a
sters' union on a charge of stopping a rounding counties to keep a sharp en divisions.
Mr. Fullen said that it has
Territory,
con
is
a
installing
formal protest against the British ing Company
Arabia at Vladivostock.
teamster who was at the stock yards. lookout for him. This was done very
been especially fortunate in the way of
in
in
claim
their
the
'
plant
centrating
Vladivostock, July 29 The German shipments of contraband to Japan.
Golden was acting as a picket and quietly and in order not to attract the
district in Dona Ana County and rains, and that when he left there the
It is understood that when the war Organ
The steamer Arabia, under a charter to the
convict's attention.
defied Inspector Hunt. The police al- escaped
s actively developing other property outside ranges were showing better
so took into custody G. T. Busse, at man's description and
photograph American Trading Company, was cap- ends Russia intends to present a bill below water level with very
grass than for two years past. Water
the teamsters headquarters, charged were sent broadcast over the Territory tured by the Russian cruiser Gromboi, to the British government for dam- results. The character of theflattering
ore pro for irrigation is plentiful, and the crop
with interfering with the officers. Both and to El Paso and Trinidad. Yester July 22, and arrived here in charge of ages for the shipment of contraband duced is changing from a carbonate to year will be an exceptionally good one.
prisoners were locked in cells, bail be- day morning Deputy Sheriff Meyers at a prize crew. A portion of the cargo good3.
a sulphide of lead, which, unlike most The acreage in cotton will be quite ex
Port Arthur Captured.
ing refused them. Later Golden was Bstancia saw a man there who filled is alleged to be contraband and conof the lead ores of New Mexico below tensive, and all the fields are showing
the description sent out by the peni sists of flour and railway steel material
Shanghai, July 29 A telegram re- water level is
well. Fruit, cotton and alfalfa
released on bail.
carrying practically no up
ceived here, from Wei Hai Wei con
Strikers Attack Policeman.
tentiary authorities and believing that addressed to Japanese ports. As
zinc. A large portion of this ore is seem to be the great triumvirate that
forms less than half of 'ttte firms the other telegram received to- of
Kansas City, July 29 A gang of he was on the right track he arrested
shipping grade. Captain C. B. Gill, is to raise the lower Pecos Valley to
strikers attacked J. King, a colored him. The deputy sheriff immediately Arabia cargo the vessel is not liable day from Che Foo to the effect that vice president and general manager, is a high pinnacle of success.
Mr. Fullen, who is from Eddy Counspecial policeman, as he was entering telegraphed to the penitentiary au to seizure and will probably be re- Port Arthur has been captured,
personally superintending the work of
was not disposed to discuss politii Report Not Authentic.
the Armour packing plant this morn thorities when a still fuller description leased after the contraband is disty,
mill and mine.
It i pewslble that Wei Hai Wei has theSince the recent rains
ing. King shot two of his assailants, was sent him and the prisoner was charged.
and live- cal matters other than to say that the
crop
It is now definitely established that been in wireless com?nunication with stock conditions have improved.
Democrats in the southeastern counbut neither was seriously wounded. identified as convict Harris. He will
the British fleet and that information
ties were unusually active in perfectbe brought to the penitentiary tonight Viceroy Alexieff is coming here.
Four arrests were made.
St. Petersburg, July 29 It is an- - oi tne tail ot Fort Arthur was re
and Myers will receive a reward of $25
ing solid, working organizations, and
Freight Handlers May Quit.
were
going into the campaign with a
Chicago, July 29 "We will order allowed for the capture of escaped con nounced that the Baltic sea squadron's ceived in this manner.
FOUHDRTION
THAT
QUESTION.
Che Foo, July 29 A junk containing
the freight handlers not to touch the victs. Harris will receive no good departure for the far East will not ocgreat deal of enthusiasm. He did state
30 refugees from Port Arthur has ar
that it was true that there was more
consignments from the trust packers time credit and will also be punished cur for at least two weeks.
The general staff denies the report rived here. Heavy fighting is report Solicitor General Bartlett Urges That or less dissatisfaction among the Rethe moment that President Donnelly otherwise. It is a remarkable fact
Stone Be Used for That Purpose
asks it," declared President Curran of that since the present management of of the wounding of General Kuropat- - ed at Pq: Arthur.
publicans down there, and that good
in the New High School.
Wife
Views
Remains.
kin
Ta
in
of
Tche
Kiao.
the battle
the Freight Handlers' Union today. the penitentiary has been in office,
political management would seem to
St. Petersburg, July 29 Madam Von Editor New Mexican.
Russians at Hai Cheng.
dictate that some effort upon the part
"That request may come at any mo- nearly every convict who has escaped,
Liao Yang, July 29 The Russian Plehve arrived here today. At the
Santa Fe, N. M., July 29 From dif- of the men in charge of the party orment." Should this step be taken it during that time has been recaptured
forces are now concentrated at Hai sight of her husband's remains she ferent articles in your paper it would ganization in the Territory be made to
aswithin a reasonable length of time.
will be fought by the
seem that the board of education of reach an understanding and secure a
Manner
of
Cheng and will probably not retire fell in a faint.
sociation and the federal authorities
Capture.
The funeral of Minister Von Plehve this city proposed to have the base- lining-ufurther. It is expected that the Jap
of all forces for the impend
will be asked to intervene.
Special to the New Mexican.
International President Shea was
Estancia, July 29 Jack Harris, who anese will now advance against the left has been fixed for July 31. Requiem ment and trimmings about the win ing campaign.
I
masses will be celebrated daily. Doc- dows and doors of vitrified brick.
Respecting the protest filed with the
outspoken in the denunciation of Pres- escaped from the penitentiary at San- flank of the Russian southern army. uments
found by the police, show the have not seen the plans or specifica- Secretary of the Interior by the Pecos
Indemnity for Losses.
ident Golden's arrest. "Colorado meth- ta Fe a few days ago, was captured by
Berlin, July 29 The foreign office existence of a wholesale plot to mur- tions but can hardly believe it possible Irrigation Company against the conods seem to prevail," said he.
Deputy Sheriff Meyers about three
Golden was liberated on condition miles from here yesterday. Harris was announces that Russia has agreed to der ministers, but it did not include that such an intelligent body of men struction of the Hondo reservoir until
that he would remain away from the trying to induce a ranchman to let him fully indemnify the German shippers the Emperor. There is nothing yet, should spoil the whole appearance, the rights of the company are fully delabor headquarters until after his hear- have a horse to get out of the coun- and their consignees for losses sus- however, to prove any connection with and voluntarily mar and in fact destroy termined, he said, that so far as he
the beauty of what should be an orna- knows, there were no late developing tomorrow. Russe was also freed try. He had served seventeen months tained by seizures of German ships and the Gerschunin conspiracy.
Korea at Tokio.
ment to the city for the sake of saving ments, no reply having come from the
of a three year term, being sentenced the detention of the Prinz Heinrich's
on bonds.
Tokio,
for larceny after due trial in the Dis- mail, also to forward the contents of
July 29 The steamship a few hundred dollars, wnue economy secretary up to the time of his leaving
Committee to Visit Packers.
Korea arrived
at Yokohama this should be used in the erection of this Carlsbad. Mr. Fullen seems to be of
two seized mail packages.
Chicago, July 29 A meeting of the trict Court of McKinley County.
Connect Plot With Gerschunin.
morning. The officers saw no Russian and every other public building, it the opinion that before anything furallied packing trades held today was
St. Petersburg. July 29 The name warships. The weather was thick yes- should not be perverted to parsimony. ther is done upon the Hondo proposiattended by General Agent Skinner of
of the assassin of Interior Minister Von terday and to this the steamer prob- I write as a citizen, taxpayer, and for- tion, there will be a full investigation
the Union Stock Yards and Transit M'KINLEY COUNTY
Plehve is given by the Bourse Gazette ably owes Iti escape.
merly a member of the board which of all water rights of the Pecos Valley
Company. The committee was selectGenerals Were Wounded.
PRISONERRECAPTURED as Prozeff, but this is not confirmed
adopted a plan having a cut stone base- section by agents of the reclamation
ed to go to the offices of General ManWashington, July 29 The Japanese ment, window sills and caps; with service.
by the police, who carefully guard
ager Leonard of the Union Stock Yards
has received the following ca- these and cut stone steps the brick
minister
facts
whatever
ascertained,
they
Company and confer relative to the James Clements Who Escaped From a
The public is disposed to regard the blegram from Tokio: "General Oku building can be made a handsome
peace settlement.
Guard Last Monday Was Located
OFFICIAL MATTERS
crime as intimately connected with the reports that, according to the state- structure worthy of the city. But the
Conference is Arranged.
at Fort Wingate.
in
or
blocks
vitrified
use
brick
officers
of
of
the
ments
Russian
revealed
last
terrorist
29
captured
plot
It is authoritaChicago, July
summer by the arrest of Gerschunin, during the recent battle, General stead, will give the building a cheap
Notary Public Appointed.
tively announced that a conference
A colored inmate of the McKinley
Andres A. Romero of Peralta. Va
has been arranged between the strike County jail at Gallup, James Clem- the Russian revolutionary agitator, at Kuropatkin was present on the battle- and dismal appearance that will not on
ly reflect discredit upon the architect lencia County, was today appointed noleaders and the representatives of the ents, escaped from the custody of Offi Kieff, where he organized an attempt field and Generals Sakaloff and
were wounded. The Rus- and board, but upon the whole city. If tary public by Acting Governor J. W.
on the Emperor's life during the cere
ComSchwarzehild and Sulzberger
cer McVickers last Saturday. He was
monies incident to the canonizing of sian loss was about 2,000 men and the this penurious step is seriously con Raynolds.
pany.
apprehended at Fort Wingate on Mon the St.
Postoffice Matters.
Japanese casualties about 1,000 men." templated by the board, a committee
Seraphim at Saraoff.
day. Officer McVickers had a gang
of taxpayers should wait upon it and
A trial established the fact that
Japan Loses Cruisers.
The postoffice at Miera. Union Coun
of
on
five
county
prisoners working
ARE HELD FOR THE
Che Foo, July 29 Refugees from present their protest against any such ty, has been discontinued.
Gerschunin was the head of a murder- Mail for
the streets, and Clements managed to ous
to Port Arthur say that the Japanese lost attempt at false economy.
the
conspiracy,
being
Miera will be sent to Benham. James
object
and
the
work
rest
faster
than
get
create a reign of terror in Russia by a cruiser and a gunboat Thursday
Very respectfully,
SLOCdM DISASTER ahead. He was soon
W. McDaniel has been appointed postquite a distance killing the ministers, governors, and night by striking submarine mines.
EDWARD L. BARTLETT.
master at Largo, San Juan County.
away from the rest and the guard and
New Mexico Coal Production.
Captain Vanschaick and Inspector then proceeded to "hike." The man
the year 1903, New Mexico
During
Have
a
Been
FOR
Indicted
too
to
ARRANGEMENTS
was
be
off
with
reached
far
Fleming
By
tons of coal valued
1,543,406
produced
New York Grand Jury.
DYNAMITE FOUND NEAR
gun shot, and the guard could not leave WEATHER REPORT
at
$2,105,685. an increase of 494,703
the other men to give chase, so he
ENCAMPMENT COMPLETE tons, valued at $605,456. or almost SO
A SANTA FE DEPOT
New York, June 29 Captain Van- was compelled to stand and see the
YEARS
THIRTY
OF
per cent over the production of 1902.
schaick, Federal Steamship Inspector prisoner escape. As soon as possible
Mexico is twentieth among the
New
Lud-berH.
W.
and
Former
Whiteman
General
to
Sheriff
men
over
he
his
Was
Inspector
an
Believe
turned
Fleming,
Authorities
Adjutant
Attempt
commonwealths of the
coal
producing
were indicted today by the feder- Smith and started on Clement's trail.
a
Returns From Las Vegas Where
as Compiled i Made to Blow Up Railroad Station
Information
Union. The entire production of the
Selected.
Was
al grand jury in connection with the The escaping prisoner went north in Interesting
in
El
Paso.
Camp
Proper
By the United States Bureau
United States during 1903, was
disaster to the General Slocum June the direction of some abandoned mines
General W. H. Whiteman
Adjutant
of Santa Fe.
tons valued at $50(3.190,733, an
were
thousand
lives
and the officer could not locate him.
15, when nearly a
Eight large sticks of dynamite and returned last night from Las Vegas, increase of 57,S30,S72 tons over 1902.
lost. Van Schaick was the command- - i Monday morning a telegram came
conon
been
business
had
data two dozen percussion caps, laid so where he
The following meteorological
Colorado last year produced 7.639,268
from Fort Wingate stating that Clemer of the Slocum.
nected with the holding of the encampof
for
month
the
Indictments were also returned later ents was there. McVickers immediateAugust, covering a that the slightest jar would set them ment of the New Mexico National tons, a decrease of 32,075 tons; Texas
produced 926,759 tons, an increase of
against the officers of the Knicker- ly drove over and captured his man period of 30 years have been compiled off, were found on the platform of the Guard next month. Wednesday even- 24.S47
tons. Arizona produced no coal.
Steamboat
who
Clements
without any trouble.
bocker
Company.
from the weather bureau records at Santa Fe depot at El Paso. They were ing the adjutant general met several New Mexico stands eleventh among
has been in jail since January had on- Santa Fe. The mean temperature of discovered by a negro truck driver of the members of the Commercial
the commonwealths as to increase of
MANY CHILDREN TAKE
ly a month more to serve at the time August has been 68 degrees; the warm- who had driven his wagon up at the Club of that city and held a conferproduction over the year previous.
ovof his escape. The stealing of an
est month was that of 1879 with an av- depot to receive freight. He noticed ence with them concerning the locaADVANTAGE OF SCHOOLS
ercoat was the offense which landed erage temperature of 64 degrees. The the sticks of dynamite underneath a tion of the encampment. He explained
him in the county bastile. Clements
temperature ever reached was casting that had been laying there for fully that it would be impracticable tween the insane asylum and the SanThose Able to Prove a Clear Title of is the only prisoner who has attempt- highest
ta Fe Railway hospital, about 250
on
August 9, 1878, when the mercury some time. Agent Woodward when and improper to have the encampment
Aboriginal Blood Receive Instruced to escape from the county prison of went up to 97. The-cooltold of the find immediately notified within the enclosed plot of the Galli-na- s yards from the Gallinas Boulevard,
August
tion of Government.
McKinley for a long time, as the pris- day was that of August 31, 1882, and the police and Officer Juan Franco arDriving Park Association while and at that point the encampment will
oners there are well fed and housed August 25, 1888, when the mercury rived on the scene and took possession races, baseball games and other ath- be held. The Commercial Club will
see to it that connection with the city
who have a traceable and generally cared for.
Children
went down to 40 degrees. The aver of the explosives.
Superintendent J. letic sports were held within the
Inter- water system is made for the use of
would
Benja-beestain of Indian blood, in their veins,
F.
as
San
these
has
and
at
month
greatly
Marcial,
this
McNally
for
age precipitation
that is, are descended from Indians FLAX IS SUCCESSFULLY
military duties the troops on the new encampment lo
2.44 inches, with an average of min Williams, chief of the Santa Fe fere with the drills,
on
United
the
who have any claims
nine days a month when the rainfall Railway's detective force in New Mex- - and discipline of the national guards- cation and that a flag pole is in portRAISED IN PECOS VALLEY eaualled or exceeded .01. The great- - ico were immediately notified and at men and the officers and men would ion before the encampment opens.
Statee government are now entitled to
Horses for the Las Vegas cavalrygo to the government schools of New
eat -- monthly precipitation was 6.28 once instigated a search for the culprit. not receive the benefit and the inMexico and as a consequence are as- J. B. Brown of Roswell, Plants a Small inches in 1881, the least monthly pre- Several people have advanced
the struction they should receive during troop will be provided by the club.
inOfficial orders for the holding of the
sembling from all points to take adCrop Which Shows a Vigorous
cipitation .36 in 1899. The greatest theory that the dynamite might have the encampment week. The best
Growth.
vantage of the offer. A large number
amount of precipitation recorded in been stolen and placed there for safe terests of the service and of the Terri- encampment have been issued and
of children from the lower Rio Grande
hours was 2.02 keeping but as it was hidden almost tory demanded that the encampment matters are progressing satisfactorily.
any 24 consecutive
1893. The aver- - opposite the place where the passenger be held at a point where the officers It is aow believed that the encamp19.
be
on
Valley are going from all points to
flax
Aueust
may
That
successfully inches
it and men would pay strict attention to ment will be the success the military
take Instruction in the schools. raised in the Pecos Valley has been age number of clear days for the month train always stops in the evenin
Many of the Indians of the Territory demonstrated this year by J. B. Brown has been 11, partly cloudy days it, looked like wholesale murder had been duty and where the objects of the en authorities desire it to be. The adjuare not of a pure stain but largely of Roswell. He planted a small crop
Ever since the strike be campment would be carried out with- - tant general was absolutely right in
cloudy days 6. The prevailing winds intended.
intermingled with native blood. How- which took on a strong, vigorous have been from the southeast, with an gan the Santa Fe Company has out outside interference. It was agreed his views and in his action in this
ever, if these are able to prove a clear
and cannot be excelled in qual- average hourly velocity of 5.9 miles, kept a very vigilant lookout for des-Th- e to change the site of the encampment case, and it is gratifying to know that
title to aboriginal blood they may growth
Club
Driving Park to a the Las Vegas Commercial
in any country. Next year the
highest velocity of the wind for perate men and two watchmen have from the Gallinas
claim an education at the expense of ity will
two miles agreed with aim and that this question
over
a
little
from
at
been
the
near
ground
hour
camp
stationed
40
miles
was
be
depot
night
this
month
in
grown
per
the
crop
extensively
the government of the United States. Artesia
northwest of town on the mesa be- - is amicably settled.
to guard it.
section.
the east, on August 12, 1875.
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a Train

Carrying

Five Thousand Men are Said to
Have Been Killed in Battle Below
Ta Tche Kiao, With Russian Casu
alties Seven Hundred Bear's
Troops Finally Retreat.
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PRINTING
NEW MEXICAN
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MAX. FROST
PAUL A. F. WALTER.

Editor

Manager and Associate Editor.
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
Secretary and Treasurer.
Entered as Second Class matter at
the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Mexican is the eldest,
newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
to every postoffice in the Territory,
cd has a larg and growing circula
tion among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
The

New

THE WORLD DOES MOVE.
The world does move and there is no
mistake about it. Even China has
Leen placed on the high road of advancement is going forward and the
Dowager Empress has joined the
movement. A dispatch from Pekin
says that the old girl has lust issued
a decree stopping the practice of tying
up and mutilating the feet of the female children of the aristocracy and of
the rich. The Brooklyn Standard
Union commenting upon this decree
says that really, the Chinese Dowager
Empress deserves well of her sex, and
can now be classed among the reformer-; and advocates of women's rights
11

10

tfU',"7,"'
ac"1
"m",5M"1
BU?
edict releasing tne laaies 01 rami nom
the ancient and barbarous custom
:;'v

't;ls-

-

"He Won't Die

Of consumption " is a remark often made
of a fleshy man. The remark expresses
the popular recognition of the fact that
the sign of consumption is emaciation,
uu
loss oi ttesm
the other hand, a
eain in flesh is a

sure sign that wast- tag diseases are being cured.
Emaciated people with obstinate
coughs, bleeding
lungs, night-sweaand weakness, have

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

OXFORD CLUB

1F

natt

Has an hand a
Kfppfy of
the facst brand f
WINES, LIQUORS AMD CIGARS
AH the Popular Gmmm.

ts

SAW

cured by
Dr. Pierce's Golden

whicli compels them to bind the feet
of their feminine offspring in infancy, creasing weight.
to produce the deformity which has for When there is gain
in flesh the wasting
ages been considered a mark of dis- disease is
tinction for the "higher classes," while surely cured.being
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
the peasants, more fortunate, were alMr. Will H.Whitmire,
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
lowed to let their feet grow naturally. of Arkton, Rocking
"Our son contracted
00
ham
Co., va., writes
$1
Daily, per month, by carrier
This edict, of course., will not affect deep cold
about the first of July, 1899, and had a
75
a doctor and he procalled
We
terrible
Daily, per month, by mail
childhood's
cough.
those who have passed
nounced it irritation of the bronchial tubes, with
7 50
Tally, one year by mail
for the mischief is done; but asthmatic trouble, and he infrmed me that my
period,
4 00
it is a blessing for the rising genera gon was liable to die at any time. He told me
luily, six months, by mail
if we could keep tin bronchial tubes opeu,
Daily, three months, by mail.... 2 00 tion. The Chinese in America, in tact, that
he mighttxen. him: but after treating him several
00
2
and my son growing worse all the time,
Weekly, per year
ong since dropped the practice of weeks
I concluded to try Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
1 00
(Weekly, six months
all
and
I had seen
children's
feet,'
tightly binding
Discovery and Pleasant Pellets.'
75
almost miraculous cures brought about
Weekly, per quarter
classes of Celestials in this country several
of course I
and
of
these medicines,
the use
25
Weekly, per month
wear shoes that, for comfort and com by
faith iu them. He used three
had wonderful
'
of Golden Medical Discovery at home
mon sense, shame some of the fashions bottles
and one vial 0." the ' Pellets.' and was then well
of "civilized" Americans. Those fash- enough to go to West Virginia, taking a supply
of a letter from
him, I am just in receipt
'
ionables who insist on getting a num- with
him from which 1 quote
I am welt and hardy
"
5
a
6
number
foot into
ber
shoe, 6nd getting wvftrshv.'
The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
because they think It looks well to
pages is sent free on receipt of
have small feet, irrespective of what IooS large
to pay expense of mailing only.
stamps
nature planned, can take a lesson from Send 31 one-cestamps for the cloth-boun"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOU the "heathen Chinee."
volume or only 21 stamps for the
book in paper covers. Address Dr. R.
NEW MEXICO PEOPLE!. NONE OF
YOU SHOULD BE WILLING TO ACThe Las Vegas Optic gives the Re- V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
CEPT JOINT STATEHOOD, AS YOU publicans of San Miguel County the
WILL GET SINGLE STATEHOOD following very timely advice: "The
In Boston
Twenty
JUST AS SOON AS JOINT STATE- Democrats of San Miguel County have have
formed a club and have subscribON
FIGHT
YOUR
MAKE
HOOD.
organized on strict party lines. They ed for the New York Herald and now
THE SINGLE STATEHOOD LINE; I hope by securing the aid of Republithat paper charges President RooseWILL HELP YOU HERE AND IN cans to gain some measures of success
This
velt, with being an imperialist.
AN
OF
REMARKS
WASHINGTON!"
in the county this fall. They should
out. to be a great misfortune
turn
may
INFLUENTIAL MEMBER OF THE be disappointed.
The Republicans of and
again it may not. In all probabilCOMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS IN San Miguel County should be found
the
latter will be the case.
ity
CONTHE CHICAGO REPUBLICAN
standing together for the triumph of
VENTION. THIS MAN HOLDS ONE the party."
The summer weather in this city and
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUBvicinity
during the present year has
LIC POSITIONS IN HIS STATE AND
to
the
President Roosevelt's speech
WhenIS PROMINENT AND STRONG IN committee on notification on accepting been fine, cool and refreshing.
ever you want to spend an agreeable
THE NATION'S CAPITAL.
the candidacy for the presidency on summer,
etiao Km mta Fe. The best
the Republican ticket has the right article of that kind is kept on
tap
KANSAS AS RIDICULOUS AS TEX- ring to it. The President does not right here year after year.
'
means
he
WATER
OF
AS ON QUESTION
mince matters,. gajw what
RIGHTS.
and meairs'what he says. The speech
Judging by talks now being made by
The controvcufry between the states has been remarkably well received by Governor La Follete of Wisconsin, he
a
strong
Ol Kansas and Colorado as to the right the country, and will prove
would make a much better candidate
of the latter to use the waters of the and effective campaign document. It for the
presidency for the "Pops" than
too
nor
is
too
not
short.
long
Arkansas River within its borders for
for Governor of a Republican faction
irrigation purposes is assuming some
in his home state.
Oscar Strauss of New York, for many
very interesting phases ami the end of
the questions which are under consid- years a leading gold Democrat and
Some of the Democratic Parker oreration is not yet in sight. A very minister to Turkey under the second
are accusing Colonel Bryan
ganizers
readministration, has
interesting one has ;nst arisen. The Cleveland
towards the election of
Kansas authorities claim that the re nounced Democracy, has joined the of helping
Alton
Brooks Parker, but in the
Judge
t
rivers
will
in
and
do
the streams
all he
cent floods
Republican arty and
is great news indeed.
in the eastern part of that state were can for the election of Roosevelt and wrong way. This
caused bv the fact that. Colorado Fairbanks. Mr. Strauss is a man of
Bourke Cockran, Tammany member
farmers have been and are using the considerable influence and an exempof Congress from New York City,
waters of the upper Arkansas River lary citizen. And still they come!
praises Judge Alton Brooks Parker to
for irrigation. The Denver Republithe skiea and says he is a man of inA , the meat
can says of this matter that they have
packers have raised the
How
much
courage.
contracted the bad habit in southern price of corned beef, the green grocers comparable
old man?
Bourky,
of
Kansas
attributing everything they throughout the country have advanced
find objectionable to the fact that wat- the price of cabbage, declaring that
Times are more prosperous througher is diverted in Colorado for the pur- as corned beef should not be eaten
out
the country. Railroad earnings
of
pose
without cabbage, the price of both
irrigation.
A short time ago they charged that commodities
should be somewhat are on the increase and even the steel
on account of the diversion of Arkan- similar. That is what might be called trust is showing profits. This is too
big a country to be kept down for any
sas River water within the limits of sympathetic advance.
length of time.
this state the flow of that river in Kan
sas had been so greatly diminished
From Delaware comes the report
There is more Catarrh in this section of
that the adjacent bottom lands no long- that J. Edward Addicks has just realthan all other diseases put together,
er held the amount of water beneath ized the handsome sum of $600,000 country
and until the last few years was supposed to
be
incurable. For a great many years
the surface that they formerly held, from the sale of a gold mine somepronounced it a local disease, and
and that in consequence Kansas crops where in the wild and wooly south- doctors
prescribed local remedies, and by constantly
were drying up. A commissioner was west. If this proves true, Mr. Addicks tailing to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven
appointed by the Supreme Court of the will be enabled to keep up his fight catarrh to be a constitutional disease
and
United States to hear and record evi- for senatorial honors from Delaware therefore requires consti.ut:oual treatment
tF.
Hall's
J.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
dence on this point for the information for an indefinite period.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken
of the court, and a date was fixed for
doses from Id drops to a
internally in acts
the first hearing.
It
Many West Virginia voters would be
directly on the blood and
mucous
of the system. They offer
surfaces
Kansas
now
comes
But
the state of
Davis not one hundred dollars
very happy were
for any case it fails to
by its attorneys and asks that the tak a candidate for vice president on the cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
F.
Address:
J.i;HKNKY
be
because
evidence
of
postponed
ing
Democratic ticket and were U. S. Sold by Druggist?, 75c. & CO , Toledo, Ohio.
of the devastating floods in the rivers Senator Stephen B. Elkins not urging
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
of that state and charging that these them to support the Republican Nafloods are a result of irrigation
in tional ticket. How happy they could
Good eating at the Bon Ton.
.Colorado. First they claimed a lack be with cither, were the other fair
of water in their streams was caused charmer away!
The Weekly New Mexican Review
Now they
by Colorado irrigation.
is
published by the New Mexican
claim that the fact that floods overflow
The Democratic Territorial Conventhe bank?' of those streams and lay tion which will be held in Las Vegas Printing Company every Thursday. It
waste fields is a result of irrigation. on the 25th of August is to consist contains the most reliable and latest
territorial, mining, educational, stock
They explain this by saying that on nominally of 1 " delegates.
Judging
railroad social and political
account of irrigation the river bed is by past experience, it will in reality raising,
news of the week from all points of
the
blow
winds
left dry and the
consist of about fifty delegates and one the
It is an exce''ent paper
sand into the channel, which thereby hundred proxies. This is lust as well to Territory.
sand to friends in the east. Price
becomes choked, and hence the flood as the bosses will run the convention. five cents
per copy.
waters cannot escape.
The smaller the number of actual deleIf matters continue in this way the gates present, the less expense.
For bargains in all kinds of railway
poor, unfortunate people of Kansas will
travel
call at the Santa Fe city ticket
be attributing the grasshoppers, the
An Indiana hypnotist boldly asserts office.
Russian thistle and the chinch bug to that he is able to bring the dead to
irrigation in Colorado, Mothers will life. He will charge only ten thousand
SUMMER EXCURSION RATE.
frighten their children by telling them dollars in any case. If the joint statethat if they do not behave the Colora- hood boomers in this Territory can St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.,
do irrigators will catch them, and in raise the money,
via "Santa Fe."
they should send for
ten thousand other ways the farmers this individual and
Special excursion tickets will be sold
that immediately.
to He
of this state who are struggling
might be able to enliven that joint from Santa Fe to above named points
make the desert fertile will be repre- statehood corpse.
at a rate of $39.55. For particulars
sented as the sum of all iniquity and
call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
the type of everything horrible.
H. S. LTJTZ, Agent,
The Standard Oil Company does not
Santa Fe, N. M.
care to disclose whether it will supThe Democratic hand book of this port Roosevelt and Fairbanks on one
The last batch of Scratch Pads ad'
year contains lots of thunder directed side or Parker and Davis on the other. ertised for sale
the New Mexican
against the plutocrat; and accuses In political matters, the company does Printing Companybjwent like hot cakes.
s
not allow its right hand to know what
President Roosevelt and Senator
Wo did net expec suvh a. run. We
of being bond clipping pluto- its left does. It must be admitted that
have turno o .'. from our
crats. On tis cthnr hand it claims this is rather good politics.
binde.-a laiger quantity than ever
that Cncle Henry O. Davis, who is
can
and
supply yo for a limited time
is
Colonel
William
Jennings, Bryan
worth about S20.000.000 and who, it is
For every word of praise a 10 cents per pound. The best paper
said, has already given $1,000,000 to consistent.
is used in making them.
They are
the Democratic campaign fund, is a he speaks for the Parker and Davis
the thing
offices, stores, and
just
will
it.
sixteen
he
write
farmticket,
handed
against
horny
unassuming,
plain,
especially for use in the schools. Come
er, who has never spoiled the palm of "Consistency, thou art a jewel."
"lick as they will not last long.
As
boodle.
his hand by handling much
A better state of affairs exists in the
to Judge Parker the hand book thinks
It is an admitted fact that real estate,
that the .largest fee he has ever re- mining industry of the Territory. financial
men and merchants all say
on
Active
are
mining operations
going
services was $50. The
ceived for
are obDemocratic campaign hand book is in several of the mining camp? which that quickest end best results
In
tained
the
"New
been
a
idle
for
by
of
i
have
number
advertising
not
do
years.
alee to read by all those who
Mexican."
J
veryinmg ueips.
desire to know any better.
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. E. Lacome,

FS,
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:

New Mexico

:

RICHARD H. HANNA,

Attorney at

Offices

66.

Law,
Griffin

Block.

EUGENE A. F1SKE,

Pfopfieto.

Attorney and Counselor at La;
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.
BENJAMIN

M.

READ,

Attorney-at-Law- ,

Eanta Fe, N.

a. j. palen, fmUm

M.

Office Sena Block.

J. M. VAUGHN, Cashier.

WILLI A.vl

Palace

Ave.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

HENRY L. WALDO, Viet President

Las Cruces, New Mexico,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero.
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties.
Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General )
Attorney-at-LaSanta Fe, i'.

M.,

Land and mining business a specialty,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

2

Practices in the District and
Courts. Prompt and careful atr
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

e

United States Designated Depositary.

EDWARD

C.

WADE,

Attorney-at-Law- .

ts

Cuisine and Tet'e
Service Unexcelled

BMted and Refui- milked Throughout.

The Palace Hotel

Practices in all the courts
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,
"

""

NEW MEXICO.
""" '
FRANK W. CLANCY,
"'

m

Attorney-at-La-

WILLIAM VAUOHN, PROP.

Large Sample Boons fer Commercial Sen.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
aaaoMaiMiniiiMTiiT

rt

r

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices In the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B. RENBHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

"STRONGEST IN THEVWORLD."

w.

the Supreme and Dlstrte
Court. Mining and Land Law a specie"
Practices

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

In

ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building,
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

Pal-

OF THE UNITED STATES.

OSTEOPATHY

HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.

Oustanding Assurance
Dec. 31, 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

Income

.

$1,409,918,742.00
322.047.968.00
73,718,350.93
381,226.035.53

'

Assets Dec. 31, 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

307,871.897.50
73,354,138.03

No Ch

Hours

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry

Store.

HARRISON, D. D. 8.,
Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaa
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

C. O.

Civil Engineers

JAMESW. ALEXANDER, President.

&

Surveyors
"JW

JAY TURLHy,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Vice-Presiden- t.

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Albuquerque, N. M.

MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

Stenography

&

Typewriting,

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

A. P. HOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
OALISTEO STREET

South Side of Plaza.

Office: Over

34.949,672.27

1903

JAMES H. HYDE,

Succes
diseases

'

mMW,

Best of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMER.
RESIDENCE

NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANSLATIONS
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office West Side of Plaza.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Pe, N. M.

'PHONE

Nijht Calls

ARCHTECTS

141.

HOLT & HOLT.

J&XXXXXXXKX)tSX&

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXWXX

Tame Wines!

Architects and Civil Engineers.

Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all klnd9
Office,
planned and superintended.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas.
ii
Phone 94a

at "OUR PLACE"
Will Be Found a Full Una of Table Wines for Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone will Be Promptly Filled :

W. R. PRICE,

Prop.

Santa Fe,

IS.

M.

y

le-a-

:

:

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

M.

'

Fair-hank-

Law.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.

Santa Fe

Phone

been perfectly
the use of

Medical Discovery.
The several steps
of the cure were recorded in ounces
snd pounds of in-

t

Attorneys at

P. F. HANLEY
DEALER

Z2T

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars

l

end

Uiim,

Old Jordan and Moootrma, Ky

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

Whiskies.

SANTA

FE.

N.

ft.

,1

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday,
GOOD WORK.

Core Daily

in

Santa Fe.

Many

Citi-

zens Tell of It.
Nearly every reader has heard of
Doan's Kidney Pills. Their good work
in Santa Fe still continues, and our
citizens are constantly adding endorsement by public testimony. No
better proof of merit can be had than
the experience of friends and neigh
bors. Read this case:
Nazario Alarld, hackman, of Cerril- los road, says: "I was continually buy
ing medicine for my kidneys, and if a
man spends every now and then 50
cents for a bottle of one guaranteed
preparation and 50 cents at another
time, he makes an inroad into his
finances. None of the medicine I used
had the slightest effect on my kidneys
or backache, at least I was unable to
notice any. When an attack of backache reached the virulent stage, I was
compelled to stop work for an hour
until the spasm
disappeared. When
wrestling with an attack, I went to
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Pills. There must be more than ordi
nary merit in that preparation, for a
course of the treatment for a short
time positively stopped the very severe

IWA N T S

PANAMA
CANAL BILL

WTO

MISCELLANEOUS

July 29, 1904.

ITS VERY BEST

ADS

The Whole Pacific Slope Will Make a
When bilious take Chamberlain's
Holiday of the Knights TempDelegate Rodey Tells of a Cam- Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
lars' Visit.
by all druggists.
paign of Education Carried
The Knights Templar who will aton in the Senate
FOR RENT House of six rooms tend the triennial conclave in San
one block frpm Plaza. Inquire of H. Francisco next September have scarce
a faint idea what pleasure awaits them
F. Stephens.
on the Pacific coast. They will get a
WHAT MONEY CAN DO
FOR SALE Fine sheep ranch. If taste of western hospitality long before
interested, call on or address Andrew they reach the Golden Gate. From
With $25,000 or $50,000 the State- Forbes, Saguache, Colo.
the time they cross the mountains
their journey will be one continuous
hood Measure Could Be Passed
ovation. Whether they travel over
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
Through Congress.
rooms the northern route, by way of Ogden,
A few comfortably furnished
with use of bath. Apply at Claire Ho- Salt Lake, Portland, Oregon, Puget
Sound cities, or come over the south
Delegate Rodey in a letter to the tel.
ern route, passing through the para
New Mexican tells of lobbying methFOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly dise of the western hemisphere, their
ods at the national capital and how
the Panama Canal bill was passed af- Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all progress will be one round of constant
ter the Nicaraguan bill had passed the other public and private use. Apply festivities. At every town and city
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
the people will assemble at the depot
House. He writes:
arrival of the Templar trains, ex
upon
Canal
The way the Panama
project
FOR SALE Standard make, up- tend cordial greetings to the pilgrims,
was put through Congress after the
offer them the hospitalities of the
right piano in good condition. One-haNicaragua project had gone so far as its
town show them such other courtesies
Call
at
Lutz's
price.
regular
to have passed the House of Repreas the inhabitants will be able to
on Montezuma Avenue.
attack."
sentatives, sounds more like a fairy
crowd into the short space while the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts. tale than a piece of modern true hisHANNA
INSURANCE
will tarry among them. Spepilgrims
AGENCY,
sole
N.
MiBburn
Y.,
Foster
Co., Buffalo,
tory. I happen to know all about it,
Fire, Life and Accident Insur- cial arrangements for the reception
agents for the United States. Remem and will detail it to the people of New Writes
ance.
and entertainment of the travelers
ber the name, Doan's, and take no sub Mexico.
66.
Offices Griffin Block. have been made in all places in which
Phone
etitute.
It proves what I have often said,
a Templar Commandery is stationed
that if the people of New Mexico had
tomorrow
even
Eat
dinner
and
Nearly every train coming from the
play
raised "a moderate fund of, say, $15,-00- at
INDIGESTION.
east will enter California from one end
the Bon Ton.
to $25,000, and had given it to me,
With its comranlons, heart burn,
and return by the opposite direction
flatulence, torpidity of the liver, con- with which to do the courtesies in
MAN
WANTED
thus affording the passengers a chance
YOUNG
.from
stipation, palpitation of the heart, poor Washington, I firmly believe that I Santa Fe or vicinity, with fair busi- to see the greatest stretch of country
could
without
a
used
dollar ness
having
blood, headache and o'her nervous
ability willing to work, to prepare possible. California covers a latitude
symptoms, sallow skin, foul tongue, of- corruptly, for I would not do that un- for good government position. En equal to that from Canada to the Gulf
fensive breath nd a legion of other der any circumstances if I could, have trance
salary $800. Gradual promo of Mexico, with perhaps a greater vaailments, is at once the most wide- passed the statehood bill in the
tion
Address riety of temperature, scenery, products
position
Congress. I believe that ev- C. D. W..' Box 1,permanent.
among
spread and destructive
Cedar
Iowa. and greater wonders than can be seer;
Rapids,
the American people. The Herbine en now, if I could have such a fund
on the rest of the American continent.
at
my disposal next winter, it would
treatment will cure all these troubles.
WANTED For the U. S. army: able Traversing California from the ex50c bottle. Sold by Fischer Drug Co. materially aid the Territory. It is
unmarried men, between ages treme south to the north, the pilgrims
human nature to resolve doubts in fav- bodied,
21 and 35; citizens of United States will have an opportunity
to see the
of
or of one's friends.
No
man will of
and temperate hab- rich mining regions which have sup
character
good
Pumpkin pie like your mother used speak ill of you
just after he has ac- its, who can speak, read and write, plied the world's stock of the precious
to make, at the Bon Ton.
cepted your hospitality, and he will English. For information
apply to re- metal which has greased the wheels of
talk to you with more
when
officer, 250 San Francisco commerce for the past half century.
cruiting
Cured of Chronic Diarrhoea After Ten his knees are under sincerity
your table than Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
They will see miles of orchards, vine
Years of Suffering.
at other times. The dozens
dozyards, orange groves, the largest
"I wish to say a few words in praise ens of lunches that I have uponfor
in ne
in the world, wheat fields larg
Sold
.Lady's Recommendation
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and the House restaurant I am paid
sure have
er than some counties in the states,
Fifty Boxes of Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea Remedy," says Mrs. Mattie made New Mexico many friends. The
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
lofty mountains, and many of the nat
Burge, of Martinsville Va. "I suffered gems, Indian blankets, saddles, curios
I have, I believe, se'd fifty boxes of ural wonders of California.
from chronic diarrhoea for ten years and
of New Mexico that I Chamberlain's Liver and Stomach Tab- The fare for the round trip is to be
and during that time tried various have products
and given to friends ets on the recommendation
purchased
made
the lowest in the history of
one
of
medicines without obtaining any per- in
Washington have certainly not made ady herewho first bought a box of transcontinental travel. That may be
manent relief. Last summer one of
any enemies for the Territory.
them about a year
She never one inducement for people to make the
my children was taken with cholera
a
or so before I took my tires of
For
year
and trip, though not the only one. During
her
neighbors
I
telling
morbus, and procured a bottle of this seat in the House on
my trips to friends about the good qualities of the conclave, before and after, the
emedy. Only two doses were requirI frequently met a gentlethese Tablets. P. M. Shore, Druggist, people of California, all the people of
ed to give her entire reli'. I then de- Washington
man whose name I did not know. So Rochester,
The pleasant the whole Pacific slope, will entertain
Indiana.
cided to try the medicine myself, and
often did' I meet him as that I asked purgative effect of these tablets makes the visitors at an endless round of
did not use all of one bottle before I
Tourists will have an op
was well and I have never since been the hotel clerks and others who he them a favorite with ladies everywhere festivities.
was. The clerks were evidently post- For sale by all druggists.
to
avail themselves of the
portunity
.roubled with that complaint One
numerous excursions and side trips at
cannot say too much in favor of that ed, because they told me they did not
a nominal cost, see California at its
WORKING NIGHT AND DAY.
twouderful medicine." This remedy is know, but thought he was a Pinkerton
man, or a newspaper man, or engaged
The busiest and mightiest little very best, and enjoy the generous hos
or sale by all druggists.
in some such work. After I took my thing that ever was made was Dr. pitality of the real westerners. The
seat in the House, it happened that I King's New Life Pills. These pills event is to be made the most memorLOW RATES TO COLORADO.
met him frequently, not around the change weakness into strength,
able of any gathering on the Pacific
Via Santa Fe.
but
around the city of Washcapitol,
slope.
into
into
brain
energy,
fag
Denver and return $22.55, Colorado
ington and in other cities. We met so mental power. They're wonderful in
on
sale
$19.55.
?17.55,
Pueblo,
Sprhjgg
often that finally we began to greet building up the health. Only 25c per $390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
daily, good to return until October 31. each other without
being acquainted. box. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
THE SOUTHWEST.
Call on Santa Fe agents.
In the first half of the
The Rock Island system offers 20
H. S.LUTZ,
Congress the friends of the Nicaragua A FREE RAILROAD RIDE FOR YOU. prizes, of the aggregate value of $390,
Agent, Santa Fe. Canal bill
The Earth is a new illustrated for letters relative to the territory
brought their tremendous
work to a culmination in the House monthly journal, describing the Great along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
NIGHT WAS HER TEROR.
and
their bill, Colonel Hep- Southwest. Its publishers generously Indian Territor- -, Oklahoma, Texas
"I would cough nearly all night burn passed
of Iowa,
its principal offer nearly $3,000 worth of free rail- and New Mexico. Letters should deal
long," writes Mrs. Chas. Applegate, of champion In the being
and Senator road rides for the best photos of south- with the writer's experiences since he
House,
hardAlexandria, Indiana., "and could
in
Senate.
the
When
and the best letters
Morgan
the bill western
in the southwest. They should
ly get any sleep. I had consumption went to the Senate it remained in about thatscenes,, written by residents settled
tell how much money he had when he
region
so bad that if I walked a block I
arrived, what he did when he first
would cough frightfully and spit blood, abeyance for a few months, and then thereof.
Senator Hanna took hold of it with
Why don't you enter this friendly came, what measure of success has
but, when all other medicines failed, his u. ual
Write today to The Earth, since rewarded his efforts and what he
three $1.00 bottles of Dr. King's New severest vigor, and after one of the contest?
1118 Railway Exchange, Chicago, and thinks of that portion of the country
ever
battles
in
the
fought
Discovery wholly cured me and I Senate
substsituted a treaty for the learn full particulars.
n which he is located. Letters should
gained 58 pounds." It's absolutely Panama route in
of the bill for
be less than 300 nor more than 1,
not
place
to
cure
la
coughs, colds,
guaranteed
the Nicaragua route, passed it in the
IMPORTANT.
500 words in length and will be used
grippe, bronchitis and all throat and Senate
The Santa Fe Central now has on for the purpose of advertising thr
after a fight of the giants, and
lung troubles. Price 50c and $1. Trial had it sent down
sale
round trip tickets for $15, good for southwest.
to
the
Colombian
bottles free at Fischer Drug Company.
Letters are desired not only from
legislature at Bogota in that republic return until September 30, to Cloud-crofNew Mexico, the most famous farmers and farmers' wives, but also
The Nicaraguan adTwice your money's worth at the for ratification.
vocates at once started for Bogota, summer resort In the southwest. For from merchants, school teachers, cler
Bon Ton.
and so did the agents for the transurther information apply to B. W. Rob-bin- gymen; from everyone, in brief, who
G. P. A., Santa I'e Central Rail- has a stor to tell and who knows how
as
continental
it
is said, and
railroads,
NO PITY SHOWN.
Santa
to
Coto tell it.
there
way,
in
Fe, N. M.
the
proceeded
lobby
"For years fate was after me conlombian
to
For circular giving details, write
ratifiSenate
the
prevent
A.
VerF.
writes
Gulledge,
tinuously"
clean cotton
have
If
cation
rags
of
any
you
John
Sebastian, passenger traffic manthat
treaty.
case
of
"I
a
had
terrible
bena, Ala.,
machinfor
are
suitable
A
Rock Island system, Chicago, Ilthat
few
months
cleaning
after
of
the
ager,
passage
piles causing 24 tumors. When all
ofNew
to
the
Mexican
them
linois.
the
in
United
the
States Senate ery, bring
treaty
failed Bucklen's Arnici Salve cured
me. Equally good for burns and all I happened to be in the New. Willard fice and receive cash for same.
TRIENNIAL CONCLAVE KNIGHT
aches and pains. Only 25c at Fischer Hotel in Washington, waiting forsome
Tablets
Falmo
from New Mexico for
TEMPLARS.
correspondence
Drug Company.
a few days, and without much else to
broken-down- ,
nervtransform
weak,
do. This same individual that I had
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
September 5th to 9th, 1904.
ous wrecks into magnificent types of
The annual meetins of the stock- met so often before, but did not know,
Sovereign Grand Lodge, Independent
Order of Odd Fellows.
holders of the Fairview Cemetery As- was, also, waiting around the hotel.
They restore
physical perfection.
during the summer
sociation for the election of directors Washington,
normal
their
to
nerves
and
the
kidneys
and such other business as may prop- months and duringas the vacation of conditions and make
San
1904,
September 19th-25tis about
dull a city as can
you look ana
California.
erly come before it, will be held at the Congress,
Francisco,
be
one
for
of
its
size.
As
50
imagined
feel years younger. Guaranteed.
office of the New Mexican Printing
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
this man was sitting near me one day cents. Book Free.
Company in Santa Fe at 4:00 o'clock I
sell
tickets to San Francisco or Los
accosted him and said, "Friend, we
In the afternoon of Wednesday, August
and return at a rate of $38.45
Angeles
seen
have
so
each
other
often and
will please
3d, 1904. Stockholders
Fe. Your choice of routes
from
Santa
Ireland's
At
Pharmacy.
take due notice and govern themselves greeted each other so frequently that
one way, returning via another.
going
It is getting to be a little embarrassing
accordingly.
Tickets will be on sale August 16th
Witness my hand at Santa Fe, New that we do not know each other. My
For
inclusive.
to September
11th,
name is Rodey. I am the delegate in
Mexico, this 11th day of July, 1904.
further particulars apply to Santa Fe
New
from
I
and
Congress
Mexico,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.
agents.
would be glad to know you, sir." He
H. S. LUTZ,
stomach
I
with
trouble
had
"For
monthi
my
round
and
turned
gnat
immediately
greeted and used an kind! of medicines. My tongue has
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and DiarrSanta Fe, N. M.
Agent,
aa grass, my breath having
me, produced his card, and said that been
actually as
hoea Remedy.
a bad odor. Two (teen
weeks ago a friend recommended
was
a
Cromhe
firm
of
of
member
them I ean willingly and
Cateareta
the
and
after
using
to
needed
be
This remedy is certal
cheerfully say that they nave entirely cured me. I
Beginning June 1st the Denver &
let you know that I shall recommend Rio Grande names rates from Santa
In almost every home before the sum- well & Farnham, lawyers of New therefore
one
each
to
them
from
troubles."
any
suffering
I
York.
told him that I thought he! Chas. H. Halpun, 1W Rlvfngton St., Mew Tork, H.T.
mer is over. It can always be dependFe as follows:
ed upon even in the most severe and was a Pinkerton man, or a newspaper
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
or
of
and
man,
that
For
kind,
something
best
dangerous cases. It i especially val- we entered
Colorado Springs and return,
To
a
n
into a general conversasiineooweia
uable for summer disorders in children
$19.55.
He
west
had
been
out
in
tion.
WyomIt is pleasant to take and never falls
To Denver and return, $22.55.
to give prompt relief. Why not buy it ing in early life. Then he told me the
To Glenwood Springs and return,
a
now? It may save life. For sale by whole detail of the Nicaraguan-Pana-m$28.65.
alsome
cathartic
of
Canity
I
which
Canal
fight,
all druggists.
Limited to 30 days from date of sale,
ready knew by what-- had seen in the
over privilege at and north of
stop
The Santa Fe announces a through House and Senate.
Pueblo. Final limit October 31st. F.
Nicarafter
me
the
that
told
He
daily sleeper from El Paso to St Louis
DoOood, H. McBrlde, agent.
.Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good,
via Kansas City during the World's aguan Canal bill had been passed Never
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe. Mc, 85c, 50c. Never
in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped
Fair period. Connection for this train through the House of Representatives told
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
leaves Santa Fe at 9:55 a. m. and one by its advocates, with one of the
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 59
Illustrated volume of 124 pag- superbly
section has been assigned to the Santa strongest lobbies behind it that ever ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
es. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S.
Fe office for the accommodation of pas- attended Congress, and when it be- Lutz, city agent of the Atchison, To- came apparent to the French Company
sengers from this city.
I
n
to
used
A dinner like your mother
peka and Santa Fe Railway In the
who were owners of the Panama Canal.
Block.
Continued o.i Page Six.
The New Mexican p; ints the news.
cook, at the Bon Ton.
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BL PASO BOUTS
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Texas

No

trouble to

aar questions"
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Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:00 p, m. Mountain Time.
This handsome solid vestlbuled train Direct connections made for all
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
and St Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and othi
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address,
to Chicago and intermediate points.
R. W.

h

hop-yard- s

Pacific Railway

NIGHT EXPRESS

J

0

Fifty-sevent-

r

Southwestern

CURTIS

Passenger Agent

EL PASO,

TEXAS

p. TVUrVB

If. O. LEONARD
Gen.

7rnvellng Passenger Agent
EL PASO, TEXAS

Passenger and Ticket
DALLAS, TEXAS

CORONADO TENT CITY

lo.

Fifty-sevent-

h

t,

BAD BREATH

1

tu.

Ca-tro-

"RIGHT UP TO NOW"

Go

West to the Ocean This Summer
GO

TO COHOfiADO TEfJT CITY
The climate Is

Coronado Tent City is the wonder of the Pacific Coast.

perfect, the Camp is healthful, the tents are comfortable, and there is plenty to eat. There are a great many other attractions at Coronado, and along

the line of the Santa Fe, tickets are on sale Tuesdays, Thursdays and
round trip from Santa Fe, $41.90. For further particulars see Santa

Sat-urdays- ,

Fe agents.

Santa Fe
W. R. Brown, D. F

&

the Way

AH

H. S. Lutz, Agent,

P. A.,

Santa Fe, N.

El Paso, Texas.

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

Santa Fe
Central
Railway

office.

EL PASO

CHICAGO,
DENVER,

SALT LAKE CITY.

THE SHORT LINE OF NEW MEXICO
NEW EQUIPMENT

PROMPT SERVICE

CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M , with the Denver ft
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
end ell points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana end he Great

Northwest.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the K
System for El Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago and ell points east via the Rock
Island system.
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
Fe and El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carrisoso, Santa Rose, Tucum-car- i,
N M., Dalhart, Texas, and aU other points en the El
System.
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it operates, call on ot address
rn

B.

W. BOBBINS, 6. F. & P. A., SANTA FE, N. M.

M.
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that city. He was accompanied

by his
mother, but his wife and daughter remained in Fairfield, Illinois, for a
lengthy stay.
Steven Canavan, assessor of McKin-leCounty arrived at noon from his
home at Gallup. He came to attend to
of
official business.
A. Hoffman, who has been in Santa
the reason of oar immense Fe during the past few weeks in the
interest of an encyclopedia company,
shirt trade that we lay claim to the dis- left today for the southern part of the
UNION
He came here from El
tinctive term, "The Shirt". Store of the Territory.
Paso, where he makes his home.
Town."
C. T. Brown of Socorro, mining exTHE SUPPORT OF THE FAMILY
the
and engineer and A. V. Foster,
concern
no
pert
that
gives
know
We
THE PROTECTION OF THE NATION
cousin of El Paso, Texas, who have
his
of shirt fashions mere sericcs been guests at the Palace for two days,
business not equaled having finished their business here,
left last night for Socorro.
thought than we do. The result is a high achievement in the shirt
Herbert F. Raynolds and John M.
m
are
ad
of Albuquerque, have just
Raynolds
Oar shirts are made for oar trade exclasively. The designs and colorings
completed a horseback ride from Albuquerque via this city to Las Vegas
vance of those shown by other shirt dealers.
and thence back to Albuquerque.
and
negii
both
plain
plaited
Percales
While in the Meadow City they visited
Everything new in Madras and genaine French
ml.1-.r- n
mttm
JA
C i
relatives.
.ou
and
.25
to
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of
$
65c
ap
Come to the Shift Store for voar shirts. Prices r anee'ff om
the Santa Fe Railway system for New
249-25- 3
Mexico, arrived from the Meadow City
San Francisco St.
last
evening and looked after legal and
'Phone No. 108
financial affairs here this morning.
Judge Waldo has not yet fully recov3
J
m tl Jl .it J
Jt
from his recent illness but is doJt
J
ered
J J J
ing well.

SKIRT STORE

4

y

the Town!

'Tisby

LABOR

THE ARM OF

wv

Ji

SALMON & ABOUSLEPAN
J
J

- JEWELRY

DIAMONDS
IVU

LINK

OF-

-

Manufacturer of

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.
ALL KINDS

Or

WW FILieaEEJEWELB-

DESIGNS IX

Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Cases,

Side Plaza - Santa Fe

i ST. miGHIEL'S

J

Watson, returned at noon
from a business trip to Albuquer

O. C.

que.
J. S. Hutchinson

returned today

to

Superintendent

A. H.

Whittenberger

of the fourth division of the Denver
& Rio Grande Railroad,
with head
quarters at Alamosa arrived in the city
last evening in his special car on a
tour of inspection. He left for the
north on the regular Denver & Rio
Grande train this morning.
M. R. Otero, register of the U. S.
land office here will leave this evening
on the 7:30 Santa Fe train for Los Angeles. In order to reach there, he will
ave to lie over twenty-onhours in
Albuquerque to make connection for
Angeles, leaving there tomorrow
evening on tram No. J tor the west.
Adjutant General of the Territory
W. H. Whlteman returned yesterday
from Las Vegas where he had been on
business connected with the annual encampment of the National Guard of
New Mexico which takes place there
n August. A new site for the encamp
ment was offered General Whlteman
n a more advantageous position than
Gallinas Park and final arrangements
for the encampment on August S, in
the Meadow City have been completed.

SELIGPN

BROS, CD,

Summer Sale!
Special Reduced Prices on Summer Goods
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S HATS,
BOYS' WASH SUITS,
LAWNS,

LADIES' WAISTS,
ORGANDIES,

DOTTED SWISS MULL,
SILK MULL,
DIMITY, COLORED LINENS, PIQUE,
WAISTINGS, ETC., ETC.

D0 NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
THE LOWEST

PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS

!

g

Taos, alter a several day's stay in San
TELEPHONE 36
P. O. BOX 219
ta Fe.
!
A Wood of Los Angeles, who was
here on business left this morning for
Denver.
Bernardo Martinez of Las Vegas,
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
Fresh Fruits in Season!
to
spent today in the capital on a visit
relatives.
and
friends
Attorney Charles A. Spiess of Las
Vegas, spent the day in the city attending to legal business.
J. W. Records, master mechanic of
the Santa Fe Central Railway, left this
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
morning for Estancia.
Mrs. A. R. Gibson had as her guest
mm
FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
at Sunmount on Thursday, Edward
Ohio.
of
Cleveland,
Creighton McKayn
WEDDING BOUQUETS
DECORATIONS
L. J. Benjamin, commercial man with
looked
in
houdnnartftrs
Albunueroiue,
FLORAL
DESIGNS
tndav after business affairs in the
capital.
49
P. O. Box 457
j&
Telephone No 12
&
SANTA FE RAILWAY DEPOT
B. Sales, a sheep raiser from Pinos
IS DESTROYED BY FIRE
Wells, southeastern Valencia County,
was a visitor in the capital today on
business.
Incendiarism is Responsible for Several Disastrous Fires at Fowler,
Miss Eunice Tamme, who has been
San Francisco St
Telephone 26.
New Mexico.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Houten
at Raton, has returned to her home at
The Santa Fe Railway depot at FowLas Vegas.
Miss Rebecca Clark of Santa Cruz is ler, New Mexico, was fired Wednesday
the passexpected to arrive in the city tomor evening a short time before
G-ROCErow evening. She will be the guest of enger train due there at 9 o'clock ar
rived. When the blaze was discovered
relatives for a few days.
it was already under good headway
Professor R. R. Larkin of Gallup,
and
although the fire department rebook
publishing
representing a school
quickly to the alarm and did
sponded
firm, is in the capital in the interests
the depot burned to the
work,
good
firm.
of his
round. The amount of the loss is not
Robert M. Carley, postmaster at known. The Fowler lumber yards were
Are n
Golden and George Wright, left this set on fire last evening, supposedly by
morning overland for that place in an incendiary and the people of that
the southern part of this county.
town have instituted a thorough search
We are now getting some
Mrs. Villa and son of Los Angele;, for the guilty parties. If found, it will
who have been guests for some days go hard with the culprits.
FflJfGY COLORADO
past with Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hark-ness- ,
left today for their home in Los DENY THAT THEY ARE
Every day. Get your supply this week, as they will only
Angeles.
last a week or ten days.
TO LEAVE EL PASO, TEXAS
D. T. White of El Paso, Texas, head
of a merchandise brokerage firm, was
among the visitors in the capital today Felix Martinez and Son Who Have
Been Visiting the Territory Corand looked after business affairs for
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest
rect a Wronq Statement.
his firm.
odor-pro- of
Creamery in the world. Sealed in air-tigProfessor Fayette A. Jones of Albu
Alfonso
his
and
Martinez
Felix
son,
returned
last
!
querque mining engineer,
packages
El
evening via the Santa Fe Central from Martinez, well known citizens of
inspecting mineral lands in Lincoln Paso, have returned to that city from
a trip through New Mexico and southCounty.
ern Colorado. While in Las Vegas, a
Las
of
E.
Gortner
William
Vegas,
came out with large
court stenographer of the Fourth Ju paper of that city
headlines stating that Mr. Martinez in
dicial District, was among the visitors
in Texas
to the canital today. While here he tended selling his property to
to
live.
and
that
city
returning
was the euest of his brother R. C.
BOSS PATENT : :
for
lb. Sack
This Mr. Martinez denied very emphatGortner.
in an El Paso paper of a recent
ically
:
PATENT
CRYSTAL
lb. Sack
for
E. C. McKay of Las Vegas who was date. Mr. Martinez
says that New
here yesterday calling on friends, was Mexico and Colorado are looking forsummoned home last evening by a tele ward to the meeting of the
Irrigation
gram announcing the serious illness Congress which convenes in the Pass
J. 8. CAJS'DELABIO
with
of a relative, who is threatened
301 San Francisco.St"
City next November. The citizens of
typhoid fever.
the territory will build and install irJ. T. Lindsley of St. Louis, who has rigation facilities whether the governbeen traveling through New Mexico ment makes appropriations for them
and Arizona for the past twenty years or not, according to Mr. Martinez. He
for shoe factories was today in the does not think Colorado Is a good state
capital and talked business to Santa in which to locate as It is still agitated
Fe shoe merchants.
by labor troubles.
of
Colonel W. H. Greer, manager
the Vietorio Land and Cattle Company,
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
has returned to Albuquerque from an
The Santa Fe Livery will advance
inspection trip to the ranches and hackfares to 50 cents from, the first of
ranges of the company in Grant and August to any place within the city
Luna Counties.
limits. Bus fare to and from the hoHon. L. Brad ford Prince who returned tels will be 25 cents.
SANTA FE LIVERY,
yesterday from a visit on legal busi
C. Closson.
ness to Albuquerque, is confined to his
illness
of
a
residence by
slight attack
Wtm
produced by the somewhat heated atFrom one dozer to fifty copies jf
Duke
of
the
City.
mosphere
the New Mexican are sent out dally
L. R. Allen, business manager of the o enquirers and applicants concern
Las Vegas Optic, has returned to the ing Santa Fe. This is the very best
.Meadow City from a lengthy eastern kind of advertisement and is bearing
visit during which he attended the St. good fruit, as the large number of
in the city
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
Louis Democratic pow-woand took tourist and health-seeker- s
in the sights at the World's Fair in abundantly shows.
Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346.
e

Fob Chains,
filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
e
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Santa Fe. New Mexico.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
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COLORADO

THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP.

I,

I904.

TEACHERS' CERTIFIThe College is empowered by law to issue FIRST-CLASCATES to its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored by School Directors
in the Territory of New Mexico.

BROTHER BOTULPH,

President.

iSPBEilES

PBIMROSB BUTTER

.... PRIMROSE
ht,

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,

Santa Fe

Dealers.

New Mexico

TheHallackPaiat
Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard iot Qgg

and is Made Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
For Sale by
W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

U

BOSS PATENT and

CRYSTAL PATEjST

$.50
$1.40

50
50

THE OLD CURIO STORE

Wf m

it is in the dtug market and you want it you can
procure it at
IRELAND'S PHARMACY

5
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15 N, R 10 E, 335 acres all in Santa Fe
MARKET REPORT.
A
County.
This is the time to order blank books
ticipated in an half hour's practice last
MINOR CITY
GEO. W. H1CK0X, President
S. 0. CAKTWRKiHT, Sec'y and Treas.
MONEY AND METAL,
for the coining year. Bankers, mer
evening.
New York. July 29. Monev on call.
Solicitor General E. L. Bartlett, sec- chants and business men generally
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
retary of the Territorial Bar Associa- are informed that the New Mexican easy. ;; (3 1 per cent, fnme
Friday Dancing Club will meet to- - tion
(db
le
4
paper 8k
per cent
has issued a call for a meeting of Printing Company has the most mod- cmti
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
night.
the Bar Association at Las Vegas, to ern, best equipped book bindery in the silver
New
G. W. Raynolds, who has been very
Leal and copper
Vork, July 29
be held Monday, August 29th. The lo territory, has first-clas- s
LAS CRUCES CANTALOUPES.
WATERMELONS.
workmen, are
ill for the past week is able to be out
quiet and unchanged.
cal members of the bar at Las Vegas turns out durable and handsome work
We
are
now
are now at their best,
Watermelons
shipreceiving
regular
GHAIN.
again.
, ments of Las Cruces
are already making preparations to at the very lowest possible prices and
very red and luscious. Don't fail to try one.
Cantaloupes,
Two of the children of C. P. Jones, make this
29.
Close.
Wheat
to
Chicago,
well
July
place their orders
meeting a success and it is they will do
fancy, sweet, firm and good size.
Sept. 90
manager of the union stock yards, are believed it will be very enjoyable and for
journals, ledgers and July,
Corn,
July, i)
MEAT MARKET.
ijSept. 49..
reported to be very ill.
interesting to all those who will be in any other kind of book binding work
Oats, July, 41 Si Sept. 331
with the New Mexican Printing ComTwo sprayers are now being con- attendance.
has not affected our supThe
strike
RED
RASPBERRIES.
PORK, LARD ANO RIBS.
pany, which guarantees satisfaction in
of fancy packing house killed, eaststantly used in sprinkling the grass of
ply
In-!
to
We
have
the
Clara
Aneceto Suza,
Santa
special arrangements
Pork, July 813 0731; Sept. 813.07 Y,.
the plaza. The work is being well
every respect.
secure regular shipments of the finest ern eorn fed beef. We have not addian, who came from St. Louis last
Lard, July 80.95; Sept. $7.05.
done.
A
Demcall
for
the
of
the
meeting
red raspberries in the Denver market. vanced our prices and have plenty
Ribs, July, 87.00; Sept. S7.70.
week to trather F0 bovs for the exnosi- This meat being
corn
The large porch in front of the Del- - tion from the New Mexico pueblos, ocratic central committee of Santa Fe
Ours are extra large and fine flavored. for all.
WOOL MARKET.
fed and received by us several times a
gado building on the west side of the was in the city yesterday. The dele-plaz- County, was issued Wednesday last by
St. Louis,
Mo., July 39
Wool,
week by express, is much superior to
The call
is being repainted a light blue Mtim nf hnva which he expected to Arthur Seligman, chairman.
steady
unchanged.
killed stuff, which is too often
"A
native
as
follows:
reads
of
the
color.
meeting
GOODS.
PICNIC
He
meet here failed to materialize.
Territory and western medium, 20
to dirt and heat, thereby acSanof
Democratic
committee
central
exposed
22; fine medium, 15
Charles McKenzie of California, a will leave for St. Louis tomorrow or
17; fine, 14
we carry a very large and well se
an ancient smell. Preserve
New Mexico, is hereby
15.
quiring
veterinarian, has opened an office here, next day, but will not have as large ta Fe County,
lected line of canned fish, meats, waf
your health by buying meat you know-iSTOCK MARKETS.
and if business warrants will locate a party of boys as he had expected to called to be held in the city of Santa
ers, crackers, etc., for picnics, camper-an3d
on
Fe
all
Boiled ham. sausage, ba
of
at
the
1904,
day
August,
New York, July 29. Atchison 77,:
take with him to the exposition.
permanently.
for lunch on hot days when it le con, right.
11 o'clock in the morning, of said day
ham,
feet, tripe, etc.
pigs'
New
York
Central, Jls'; a nuisance to cook.
Santa Pe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. P.,
Under the head of Professional D- in the office of N. B. Laughlin for the pfd., 95;
Southern
Pacific,
llBJfj
will hold its regular weekly meeting
irectory the firm of Holt and Holt, ar- a date for precinct Pennsylvania,
of
Union Pacific, 95; pfd., 93; U. Sardines in oil, imported, small cans. 10
48;
this evening at 7:30 o'clock at Oud chitects and civil engineers of Las purpose andfixing
CIGARS AND TOBACCO.
S.
a
of
county convention
Steel,
meetings
Imported sardines, regular size. 12'2C,
pfd., 59.
Fellows Hall.
an
launch
advertisement
We have an excellent assortment of
Vegas, today
the Democrats of said Santa Fe Coun15c, 20c, 22!4e, and 25o. Some in oil,
STOCK.
e
in the Daily New Mexican. The firm ty to elect twelve delegates and alterMrs. Jose L. Lopez, the Misses
In 5c goods we
tobaccos
and cigars.
with
sauce
bordelaise
some
(tomato),
Kansas City, Mo., July 29. Cattle
and Lola
Delgado, Vicentita has charge of large government con-- l nates to the territorial Democratic con- market steady to shade lower.
truffled, some with sauce ravlgotite have: Washington's Cabinet, Little
Montoya and Lawrence Delgado pic- tracts in the east and for the building vention to be held at Las Vegas, New
Tom, Crenio, Judge Taft, Fontella, Geo.
SO. 25; South
Native steers, 84.00
(lemon).
nicked today in the Santa Fe Canon. of the new $30,000 annex to the New Mexico on (he 25th day of August. ern steers, 12 75
W. Child, El Mexicano, Owl, Jas. G.
84 75; Southern
cans
40c
sardines
Imported
30c,
large
Two young trees that had died as a Mexico Insane Asylum, and also plan- 1904, for the purpose of nominating a cows, 81.75 (w 83.50; native cows and
Blaine, Exporto, EI Capitan, Henry
Corn
beef
15c
hash
20c.
Libbey's
and
and Lillian Russell.
George,
result of the long continued drouth, ned and supervised the construction of Democratic candidate for delegate to heifers, 81.75 o? $5.25; Stockers and
Libbey's lunch tongue, 20c and 35c.
feeders, $2.75 (3 84.50; bulls, 82.25
In 10c goods, General Arthur, Tom
the Fifty-nintwere cut out of the southwest corner the new driving park at Las Vegas.
Congress of the United 83.75;
Armour's
deviled
5c
10c
and
ham,
fee
85.00; western
calves, 82.50
of the plaza yesterday. The other
The theaterical season of Santa Fe States. All members of the commit steers, S3 75 0i ?5 75; western cows,
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For particulars address
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King, Alamogordo,
being made at Bogota by the agents ico.
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the agents of the Nicaragua Canal
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
proper performance of the contract.
route before the Colombian Senate to TRUSTEES
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Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
defeat the treaty, and he said that he TUTE FOR THE BLIND,
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was sure they would succeed, because
David Frangcon Davles.
By A. J. KING, President.
neither the French company, nor Mr.
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think it capabl of the fullest ex
Cromwell, nor himself, had ever, or JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS
of musical thought." Ellen
pression
would they ever use a dollar of money
The New Mexican Printing Company Beach Yaw.
corruptly in the campaign they were has prepared civil and criminal dockets
"In my opinion they rank among ta,,
carrying on. He. also, told me that specially for the use of justices of the
from an extensive investigation that peace. They are especially ruled, with very best pianos of the day." Emile
he had made, he was satisfied that printed headings, In either Spanish or Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
there was hardly a member of either English, made of good record paper,
You will find no other kind in Burlingthe House or the Senate, that was sub strongly and durably bound with leath- tons and a most sympathetic touch."
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Combination civil and criminal I 00..
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which was then pending before that locket or 55 cents additional for a com- their instruments.
I
and other points Ea3t.
Prices and terms most liberal.
body, such was the intense feeling on bination docket, they will be sent by
Call on the General Aaent for New
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have the treaty ratified and the canal whether English or Spanish
printed
built, as that he was morally certain leaf ljt is wanted. Address
Office, 1039 17th St.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
the moment the treaty was defeated
Santa Fe, N. M.
O W. VALLERY, General Agent.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Who will show you the 8tory and
the province would rebel, set up an inand that it
Clark Pianos in the several styles and
DENVER
government
dependent
New Mexican want and miscellane finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
would be recognized by the United
ous ads always bring good results.
Continued on Page Seven.
and Golden Oak.
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair Information
bureau has been Established at 8iS
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hiiichcock, where information will be ch eerfui'.y fursiahed.

It will pay you to advertise. Try
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Fair Service & Rates
Through Pullmans to
St. Louis Every Day
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Masonic.

r.

MONTEZUMA LODOl
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communles
tion first Monday la
each month at Masonls
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

SANTA FE CHAPTBTJL
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second Monday in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P,
ARTHUR SHLIGMAN, Secretary- SANTA FE COMMANDER
No. 1, K. T. Regular
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
.

eoa-tjjZkla-

K. OF P.

8ANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. .
Meets every Friday evening in Ode"
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. 9L
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
B. P. O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.m
Holds its regular session on the
of
second and fourth Wednesdays
each month. Visiting brothers are
and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially Invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
If you want to get to the World's
Fair easy, miss the rush at Union Station, St. Louis, leave the cars right at
the World's Fair gates, take the Santa
Fe Central and Rock Island.
Cloudcroft!
For
handsome dee
criptive literature and detailed Information as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northeastern System, El Paso, Texas.
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.

Santa Fe

Ir

Clean Cars with
Good Ventilation

Ticket

FRANK DIBERT

Filip

and

Jewelry Hannfactnrini Co.

Golfl

i Silver

Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Laughlin Building, Dsn Gasoar Avease.

i Stock
In the
BUILDIN8 & LOAN
ASSOCIATION

MUTUAL

Of Santa Fe
Is worth $1.40 per share and matures when worth Saoo. The last
dividend was nearly g per cent.
Dividends are credited every six
months.
NOW! Is the time to start in.
Further information furnished by

R. J. CRICHTON, Secretary.

Office: Catron Slock, Up Stairs

With I. B. & R. H. HANNA

SXKSSOsal

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, July 29,
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Continued from Page Six.

And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go

States and many of the European nations almost instantly. He also, stated
that there would surely be an effort
made immediately that this happened
to connect President Roosevelt with
what would be called a conspiracy to
bring it about, but that such a claim
would be utterly false, as President
With
Two
Miles of
while he was watching the
Roosevelt,
All
proceedings with great interest, was
absolutely innocent of any part in any
if
conspiracy connected therewith,
Address the undersigned for full and reliable Information.
was any, and was sincerely hopthere
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
A. DULOHERY,
ing that the treaty might be ratified.
City of Mer'co.
Commercial Aflent, El Paso, Texaa. He told me that the friends of the
Nicaraguan route would at once make
the claim that the President was connected with that rebellion, but that
they would soon learn their mistake
and desist. History has proved how
true this statement of his was. He
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo told me that the governments of the
is of uniform quality at all
World, or at. least, those
interested,
pie with our fine
were thoroughly informed as to what
seasons, always pure, heavy
was transpiring then at Bogota.
in consistence, of delicious
i mougnt no more 01 the matter un
O
flavor and appetizing ap
til a short time after the defeat of the
pearance.
Panama treaty at Bogota. The prov
Ask
for
the brand with
AND
RETAII,
WHOI,ESAI,E
ince oi ranama actually uul, at once
label.
the"Helvetia"cap
and
almost
recwas
rebel,
That there Is some difference
instantly
Made by the largest pro- ognized as an independent republic by
in wood. Our wood is the best
ducers of Evaporated
the United States and other powers.
to be had & always at your call.
Cream in the world.
When that happened 1 was In WashI incidentally told a newsand
ington,
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
paper man of this conversation I had
with Farnham, and the prediction he
made some eight months before. That
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. & S. F. Depot
Phone No. 88
newspaper man happened to be an
agent of Colonel Hepburn of Iowa, and
Palace: W. A, Meunch, William E.
promptly reported my conversation to Gortn'er, H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas; A.
that gentleman. The next time I met H. Clinger, New York; Thomas B.
Colonel Hepburn he started in to as- Stoel, Vincent, New York; Dr. White
certain what I knew about it. I saw hall, Silver City; E. W. Brigham, Bosright away what he was driving at, ton; L. J. Benjamin. Albuquerque; W.
and I told him the whole story and R. Parry. Denver; J. T.
St.
took particular pains to tell him how Louis; J. E. Eliiott, I, W. Lindsley, Kan
Charles,
Farnham had then and there stated sas
City; E. E. Mendenhall, Raton; D.
hat the President, was in no manner T. White, El Paso.
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
connected with the desire to rebel on
Claire: J. W. Records, Bstancia; E.
the part of the people of the Isthmus. C. McKay. Bernardo Martinez.
Las Ve- and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only fire-proThat ended the matter, and a few as; E. P. Thompson, Espanola; Timo
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing weeks later both the partisans of the thy Cole, Chicago: Bert H. Cone-landNicaragua route and the Democratic Rochester, New York; J. O. Tilden, C.
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
party desisted from charging the E. Jones, Denver; Al. H. Hoffman,
President with any part, in con- Cleveland: R. R. Larkin, Gallup; E. I.
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men t ?
spiracy in connection with the matter El Paso: R. R. Larkin, Gallup; E. I.
and most of them turned around and Wells: F. A. Jones. Albuouerciue.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
helped to ratify the treaty finally.
Bon Ton: Wendel L. Paul, George
did not see Mr. Farnham, except H,
Carpenter, Watrous; A. Posyualone,
during those eight months Cerrillos; I. F. Stoley, Beecham; G. C.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building incidentally,
that I mentioned, but on the day that Donovan, Kansas City; T. F. Bayard,
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Secretary Shaw signed the $40,000,000 Kennedy; John Finks. Old Mexico.
check to pay the French Company for
1. H.
Normandle:
Daily, Charles
the Panama Canal, I happened to meet Ritchie, Denver; R. H. MeConkey. Las
Mr. Farnham in the Riggs House, and
Vegas; A. C. Arnold, Pueblo.
we greeted each other cordially. I
I INCORPORATED I
said, "Well, you have won your great
Booth's oysters any way you want
battle." He answered, "Yes, I have, them at Bon Ton.
and I would feel better if I could give
you equally joyous congratulations on
The New Mexican bindery has the
your statehood fight." Then h& said best and has the most modern equipto me, "Say, Rodey, don't you know-tha- ment in
its line in the southwest. The
s
I thought at one time your
work turned out, by it is superior to
were using your bill as a buf
any in all this section of the country
fer to defeat the Panama Canal bill." and
bankers, merchants and business
I said, "Then that explains why some
men generally who desire books, such
aery,
newspaper man once asked me my as cash books,
day books, ledgers, acferwudrieS.
opinion as to which of the two bills count books of all kinds for the comwould pass, and whether they were in
year will do well to address the
conflict. I suppose It was one of your! ing
New .Mexican Printing Company for
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
me
who
celebrated agents
asked
that."
and samples. Satisfaction
He confessed that it was. Then I told prices
him that it might be true that some of
SANTA FE. N. M.I
our friends really used our bill as a
The New Mexican Drlnts the news.
buffer against his bill, but that the
I
was
ever
it
that
gave
only thought
his blamed bill was trying to get the
right of way from us, which we had
BEN BOTHE
E. B. QUICKEL
from the previous session
of Congress.s
Then he told me that
j jt When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget j j
out of the $100,000 which his firm had
put aside for this campaign of educax
tion over the canal, he had $8,000 left,
that he had never spent a dollar corC&
BOTHE,
QUICKEL
Proprietors,
ruptly during the whole grand fight,
and that neither he nor his partner,
Mr. Cromwell, were acquainted
with
Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
half a dozen Senators or members of
49
Congress. They had kept in the backCorner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
ground, and just sent in literature to
NEW MEXICO
AXBUQUERQUE
every person on the question they desired to inform them upon. He stated
that his firm had received $1,000,000 as
a fee from the French Company, and 1
told him that if I had done the same
work, I would have charged $2,500,000
as my fee. He said, "You , deserve
nearly that much as a fee for your
statehood case, and I wish you could
I told him that I had not re
it.
get
& Rio
Rife ceived
W
Rio
cents as a fee
two and one-hal- f
&
in my statehood fight, but that if I had
Rio
$50,000, or even $25,000, I might have
I
been as successful as he had been, because I could have carried on a cam'
i
THE POPULAR LINE TO
.
paign of education in the way he had
done, but that X never had any money
Leadvillfc.
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek,
to do it with, and was always hamperGlcnwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
ed for lack of it.
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Thus ended the great legislative battle for the building of the Panama
Los Angeles. Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Canal; and thus was brought about
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
the consummation of a world project
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
that the nations of the earth have
tried to bring about for nearly 400
years; a project that time will prove
to be the greatest act of President
Roosevelt and the greatest act of any
To all Mountain Resorts
chief executive of this nation since
W.The Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Bnroute to the Pacific Coast George Washington witnessed the evacuation of Georgetown, and since Abraham Lincoln put down the rebellion.

above them in places.

Maxwell Grant.
FARMING

Thousand

Track

of Interest and Note.

On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the goM
Dining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground may b
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
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0J0 CALIENTE rjQT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springe are looted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
welters, twenty-fiv- e
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-OnStation, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from w.iich point a
tally line of stages run to the Springs,
the temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees,
gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in the world. The efficacy of
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DINING CAMS all through tkauh

REHI N6T0N TYPEWRITERS

..

NEW MEXICAN MUMTINC C0

laataFe

-

Dealers.

B. S. RODEY.

The Santa Fe announces another

ser-

ies of homeseekers tickets from points
in the middle west to New Mexico and

Arizona, the rate for the round trip
ill be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
They will be sold every first and tui.l
Tuesday from May to December.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany will do your job work flth neat
ness and dispatch.
Engraved visiting cards with or
plate furnished by the New
Printing Company.

$45

55

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H. S. LUTZ

Agent

m

Tkrof a Train Dally

CHICAGO

CAFE

ZEIGER

NIAGARA

CHICAGO

t

t

Vlmg:

ST. LOUIS

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

THE

Propriety

Ojo Callente. Taos County, N.

.

ERS

these waters has been thoroughly ,
ed by the miraculous curea attested Jt
in the following
diseases: ParalysV
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the KU
Afi
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
lions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grlppo,
Female Complaints, etc., etc, Boailodging and bathing, $2.50 per day; tig
per week; $50 per month. Stage mW
Denver trains and waits for Santa 9m
train upun request. This resort la at
tractive at all seasons, and la open add
winter. Passengers for Ojo CalieaW
can leavj Santa Fe at 9 a. in., aa4
reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the uxrm
day. Fare for round trip from fcusta
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For furt-- particulars, addresa

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

of

7

j

Near Raton, N. M,, on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of vk
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming o
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

NERO

j

STSTEM.

GOLD AIUNES.

the Principal Places

Not Luck

UNDER IRRIGATION

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offertdt
for sale In tracts of forty acres and npwards. Price of land with per
petual water rights from 817 to 825 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made in ten year Installments.
Alfalfa, grains, fruits 4
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

Mexican Central Railway
Its
Reaches

LANDS

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, July 29, 1 904.

"GOOD NEWS FOR YOU
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STARRING

is

DISRPPERRHNCE

htjjist

mm

Keep

McKinley County Stockman Mortgaged
Cattle and Then Effected a Sale
to a Second Party.
The mysterious disappearance of a
cattleman of McKinley County, George
Starring, from his home In Guam recently, has caused peculiar stories to
be circulated in that section relative
to the manner and- cause of his disappearance.
Starring was first missed
from his ranch near Guam a week ago
last Tuesday. It was supposed he had
gone to Gallup to pay bills, and it was
said that he had $1,800 on his person
at the time. When Starring failed to
return home his neighbors became
uneasy fearing that he had met foul
him,
play. The report concerning
however, is to the effect that Starring
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small

sum and immediately sold them for almost as large an amount. Then he disappeared and the story goes that he
on an
passed through Albuquerque
east bound Santa Fe train last week,
and that he was clad in woman's
clothes. While in Gallup, he took a
room at the hotel there until the east
bound Santa Fe train should arrive.
He then issued forth clad In feminine
garb and in this guise passed through
Albuquerque. Peter Kitchen of Gallup
the man who held a mortgage, and bill
of sale on the cattle in question, went
to Albuquerque this week and through
his attorney, Colonel E. W. Dobson,
filed a suit for replevin for the stock
against one Schuster, who claims to
have the bill of sale from Starring.

C
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u

a

steers which he owned, for a goodly

o15
o

mortgaged

Yotit
Eye
On
This
Space

Mrs. Dr. Roberts arrived in Cerrillos early last week and is visiting
Judge Kendall, her grandfather.
Diego Martinez has taken his old
N
position on the Supply Company deg S u .
o 2
C3
livery wagon.
Florencio Dunworth, a member of
O
Eh a bLO
I v a ss
the mechanic gang, has moved into
camp and is now comfortably domi0
ciled in one of the company's houses
in
on South Main Street. He has been
"OP u B ai 3u GtiB
living in Waldo, and it was a long ride
CO
for him every morning to come to
work.
.y 91
We have more men now at the mine
3
than we have places, and several are
UJ
Cfl
This will be a
waiting for positions.
&
2 8 2
.sad blow for the fellow who formally
4
M
nt
worked one day a week.
Dr. Palmer of Cerfillos, was the rec3
9f-.f- i 1 o
cipient of a nice box of trout from
Sfj-friends in Pecos.
O 4ri rtj
0)
0 ""ft S 3
The recent rains will be very beneficial to the range and will materially
increase the water supply at this place
and Cerrillos and Waldo.
:
James Spivey, the local deputy sher
iff, went to Santa Fe last Sunday morning, driving across the country.
The ball game between the Madrid
Grays and the Madrid Reds was of
short duration, three innings only be
GOOD ADVERTISING SCRER1E.
ing played, with a resulting score of
21 to 0 in favor of the Grays.
Miss Sadie Brown of Albuquerque The Albuquerque
Fair Association is
who was formally a resident of this
Sending Out a Minstrel' Troupe
B00ft;s, STAT10iEI(Y,
AGAZ.JES, PERIODICALS.
That Will Stay Two Days
place spent last Saturday and Sunday
All Kinds of Building Material.
in the camp, visiting her many friends
in Santa Fe.
Headquarters for
aTdcut to fit your stove
Civil Engineer Sutton for the Rocky
cord and Stove
Mountain Coal and Iron Company, was
The New Mexico Fair Association
in camp the early part of the week
has just closed a contract with the one
Alexander tiaca, who has been in and only Billy Berry, an old time minDelivered to any part of the City.
the saloon business for some time in strel and a past master in the art of
ao8 San Francisco St.
partnership with G. Giuliani, has sold advertising, to go on the road next
Santa Fe. N. M.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
out his interest to his partner and will month with the fair advertising car, in
We Haul Everything tbat Is Movable.
shortly engage in his old occupation, a trip through New Mexico, Arizona
of coal mining.
that
and southern Colorado, to advertise
Fe
U
N.
Office
and Yards Cerrillos,
Branch
Pfiore 35 Santa
The Galisteo River at Cerrillos, was the twenty-fourtannual fair in AlbuSCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
the highest that it has been for years, querque, October 10 to 17. Mr. Berry
last Thursday evening, the rise being is not going alone, for his contract
caused by heavy rains in the moun calls for a troupe of first class vaudeMANUFACTURER O- Fii
At Hr
m
tains.
ville artists to make the trip with him.
Kit Courtley, who has been a so The little company will be all stars and
Undertaking Parlors
journer in the camp for a few days in each town in New Mexico and Ari
was
on
Fe.
a
zona they will give a performance
The Latest Sdeatlik Methods of flsstrtrtsai
DEALER IN
passenger for Santa
Last Saturday evening was pay day an open air platform which will be carCalif
Answer
from
the
Parian
Day or Might or by DOR0TBO SENA, Aftm
and
Hand
Employe.
in
Clocks,
Painted China.
Watches,
Jewelry
and Mr. Jones the genial paymaster ried In the car. The performance will
Boorf.
Prla
aa
Ow
CaasM
of
a
Parian
Nicely
Appropriately FUteel Up Salt at Ma. ftf
was again with us distributing checks be absolutely free and the only adverRepairing of Sne watches and Jawalrjr wmk a apadalty.
and pleasant smiles.
Now
will
connected
Uacola
the
Mexico,
it
be
with
West
SU
Saate
Pa,
Artaao,
tising
Plan,
EMS and UDIAI GOODS
Miss Sadie Brown was a passenger brief announcement at the opening of
FILIGBU it WHOLESALE
PICTURE PRAMIN&
KIND
ALL
on the Cernllos-SaFedro stage to each program that the company is ad247 San Francisco
San Pedro Monday morning.
Mexico
New
fair
best
the
vertising
A party composed of Thomas Jones, has ever attempted.
The association
Mike O'Neil, Otis Kelly and Morgoing to a large expense in this
gan Jones, will start for Jemez Hot feature of the preliminary advertising
but it believes that it has found a very
Springs next Saturcbay morning.
Louie Darras and family left Cer attractive form of giving publicity to
rillos last Saturday morning for a trip the fall carnival. It has also been ar
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
up the Pecos River for the purpose of ranged that should the town where the
car is stopping desire to give a dance,
M ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS jt jt Jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLBB
catching trout.
Mrs. Maggie Williams will have Mr. Berry and his music will furnish
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
3
charge of the mercantile establishment dance music free. The car will also
of Thomas Jones while he is sojourn- carry a crew of bill posters who will
ing in the Jemez country.
post the most elaborate series of ad
Miss A. Worthington
of Albuquer vertising paper ever brought to the
que, came last Monday morning to vis TerrRory. According to the present
it with Dr. Clarke and family.
schedule the car will be in Santa Fe
Dr. Yoakam of Cerrillos was In Lamy for two days the latter part of August.
and Rowe on professional business
NEW TOWN SPRINGS UP
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FISCHER DRUG CO.
230 San Francisco Street

CHARLES W. DUDR0W,

LUMBER

Santa Fe,

I

J.
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SASH - DOORS

woodextdW

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

CERKILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

fine Confectionery and Cigars

h
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PJcxican Filigree Jewelcy
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DUDROW

I

& MONTENIE

Lemp's St. Louis Beet.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

SHOP

CLOSING

W. H. GOEBEL

HORSE SHOWEO NO ILL
EFFECTS OF BEING SHOT

Village

Animal Was Driven From Paradise,
Arizona, to Silver City, With
Bullet in Leg.
--

BRIGHT!

THE

and inn with little work it ,
is used.
VlMfla an A nnlj.hM fh
chofcftorchMpettfanil-- '
tar. KamoTei the U(a
from expeniive piano catea.a
MintaeM to gnu work, urawooa .
all flail bed ortaces.

Hardware Dealer.

6iaOac

'toevaclaaa and prereati
40 work ob etoree all metal
lathe houae or out of it. (

Pecos Valley at Lake Arthur
Promise ol an Increased
Population.

Qlves

A new town sprung into existance
peculiar accident occurred to one
of the horses driven by R. P.
recently
just ?outh of Roswe'l in the
son and W. K. Fowler while on a camp Pecos
at Lake Arthur. Blocks
valley
ing trip to Paradise, Arizona, and one and lots have been
surveyed and will be
which they are at a loss to explain.
on
market
in a few days, althe
placed
When near Lordsburg Mr. Thompson
took a shot at a jack rabbit with his though the town has not yet been named
the pistol went off acci- The company who is promoting the
dentally, the steel jacketed bullet pen incipient city, is having an artesian well
etrating the hip of one of the horses. sunk. The hundreds of prospectors and
The animal did not seem to feel that men of all tiades who have come to the
he had been shot, so the party drove valley during the past year looking for
on to Lordsburg, a distance of eight homes is the reason for the building of
miles, where Dr. Croker probed for the the new town.
bullet to a depth of nine inches but
could not find it. On the return trip
Mexican calientes served only at th
the horse that had been shot showed
Ton.
Bon
wound.
of
ill
the
effects
no

A

SALE !

In the

Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
BASKETS, DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
At less than Cost

J

r,

.

Uarerythior; sewing
machines, clocks, roller.
, skates, fine tools, bicycles, 1
JB runs, binges. Free from i
bottle answers thirty oil -uses
oawe.cesap, wo. g-

OUT

SOUTH OF ROSWELL

311

Catron Block,

f

.

Santa Fe, New'Mexico

TOURISTS:
Do you know

that you miss half of Santa Fe

you do not visit our Curio Store

&

Free Museum.

Send for Catalogue
&
Cor. Sar Franclscc Street and Burro Alley

Sign of the Old Cart

i

